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ABSTRACT

We present the design, implementation, and performance evaluation of AMPS — a flexible, scalable proxy testbed that supports a wide and extensible set of next-generation proxy streaming services. AMPS employs a modular architecture and is built on top of a commodity Linux system. We study the performance of AMPS proxy using a server-proxy-client configuration in a switched-Gigabit LAN environment. We identify the CPU to be the bottleneck resource. Through profiling study, we further identify the kernel network protocol processing and the Network Reception Module inside the proxy to be the most CPU-intensive components. We also quantify the maximum achievable throughput for two of the principal components of the proxy - the control plane and data plane, and characterize the end-to-end performance along the server-proxy-to-client path. We discuss lessons learned and the various optimizations made in the course of our study to improve system performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of broadband users has led to a substantial increase in streaming media usage over the Internet. Proxies are commonly used, often in content distribution networks, to deliver high-quality streaming media to broadband users. Today’s proxies support services such as caching and content forwarding that exploit the proxy’s proximity to the clients to protect clients from poor throughput, delay and loss over the long-haul server/proxy path. Future proxies will support a wide variety of services such as content insertion, on-the-fly protocol and format translation, TiVo-like interactive operations, localized broadcasting (such as periodic broadcast [5, 10]), proxy prefix caching [25], proxy caching strategies [28, 10, 22, 1, 6], cooperating proxies [21], and streaming CDNs [27].

In this paper, we present the design, implementation, and evaluation of AMPS (Active Multimedia Proxy Services) — a flexible, scalable proxy research platform designed to support a wide, composable, and extensible set of next-generation streaming services. AMPS is tailored for rapid prototyping of new multimedia protocols and proxy services. The platform’s design is governed by two principles. First, it is highly modular with well-defined communication interfaces among modules so that all modules can be replaced and reordered to create new systems and/or services. Furthermore, the platform supports dynamic sharing which allows the proxy to reuse ongoing sessions to satisfy new session requests at run-time (see Section 2.1 for details). Secondly, the platform is not tied to any signaling protocol, streaming protocol, or stream format. All signaling messages and multimedia streams, on entering the platform, are converted to the internal request protocol and stream format. This design feature enables the support for translation between different control signaling protocols and streaming formats in the AMPS proxy [30].

We have implemented AMPS on top of a commodity Linux system, and performed performance studies of the AMPS proxy using a server-proxy-client configuration in a switched-Gigabit LAN. We measure the proxy’s performance when handling high client request rates and sustaining high data throughput, and identify the bottleneck resource in the proxy to be the CPU. A detailed profiling study allows us to iden-
tify the CPU load imposed by various system operations and proxy components. We find that network protocol processing and Network Reception Module in proxy are the most CPU intensive modules. The performance impact of various design decisions is also examined.

Previous work does not provide such a flexible multimedia proxy research platform. While there are a number of commercial (e.g., Darwin, RealServer, and Windows Media Server) and experimental streaming servers [2, 8, 16, 26, 5, 14], there is considerably less research on the design and implementation of streaming proxies. Existing proxy design and implementation work [11, 23, 13, 3] and commercial streaming proxies primarily support stream reception/forwarding and/or a small set of proxy services, using specific media formats and streaming protocols. There is also considerable work on developing multimedia system platforms, including the Berkeley Continuous Media Toolkit [19], Dali multimedia software library [17], the open source project GStreamer [12], and commercial platforms such as Windows Media and RealMedia. Although all these systems adopt modular, reusable and composable design, the manner in which these modules are composed together is determined at compile time and these systems generally cannot dynamically exploit ongoing sessions to satisfy new sessions. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there is no previous performance study of streaming proxies.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the architecture design and implementation of the AMPS platform. Section 3 discusses the experimental setup and performance metrics. Section 4 presents our performance study results. We present the analysis of the proxy profiling result in Section 4.1, summarize the performance result of the control plane, the data plane and the overall system in Section 4.2, discuss the performance impact of various design decisions in Section 4.3, and list other issues studied in Section 4.4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. ARCHITECTURE

2.1 Architecture Overview

As shown in Figure 1, AMPS is composed of a collection of modules organized into three planes: the service plane, the control plane and the data plane. The service plane provides system-wide services such as public services (database lookup, event dispatching), resource management (threadpool, buffer manager), and a request-processing module known as graph manager (GM). The control plane is composed of server control modules (SCMs) and client control modules (CCMs). Each of these modules performs control signaling between the proxy and servers (from which the video is retrieved) and clients (to which the video is being delivered). Each control module communicates with external hosts, translating signaling messages into an internal format and passing stream requests to the graph manager in the service plane. The data plane consists of stream graph modules (SGMs) and stream pipes (henceforth simply referred to as pipes). Each SGM provides a specialized operation, taking zero or more streams as input and producing zero or more streams as output. A multimedia stream is abstracted into a stream of frames each identified by a frame pointer. Pipes pass streams by reference (i.e., the frame pointer) between SGMs. The stream graph represents the flow of streams among the SGMs in the data plane. In the stream graph, each SGM is represented as a node and each pipe is represented as an edge.

Figure 1 depicts how modules in an AMPS proxy interact with each other. Note that the proxy uses multiple SCMs, one for each protocol used by the proxy in proxy-client signaling. An SCM translates requests from the client into an internal format and passes the requests to the graph manager (GM) in the service plane. The GM serves requests by configuring the stream graph, choosing which SGMs to use and the order to connect them. In addition, the GM is able to fork the output of existing pipes to satisfy new requests (as illustrated in the lower right region of the data plane in the figure) without disrupting the service of existing streams. If the video needed to satisfy a client request is not locally available, the GM passes the request to the CCM that implements the signaling protocol of the origin server. The CCM negotiates with the server to receive the stream and informs the GM if the stream will be delivered and how the stream should be received.

2.2 Implementation

For the service plane, we have implemented all modules except the graph manager (which is the subject of our ongoing work). For the control plane, we have implemented an SCM and a CCM using the RTSP [24] protocol based on the komproxyd [3] RTSP parser. The RTSP SCM uses the service plane event-dispatcher to monitor all client TCP connections for new requests. Upon the arrival of a request, a thread from a thread-pool is dispatched to parse and process the request. For the data plane, we have implemented three SGMs, each run by a thread. The Memory Loader Module (ML) loads video data from disks and passes streams of frame pointers to the output pipes. Its design is derived from our previous multimedia streaming server work [5]. The Network Reception Module (NRM) receives streams from network and passes streams of frame pointers to the output pipes. The Network Transmission Module (NTM) retrieves streams from upstream pipes and transmits the packets to specified network addresses. To reduce context switches and thread overhead, there is one instance of each type of SGM in memory serving all streams.

For the performance study presented in this paper, we composed a streaming server, proxy, measuring client and workload generator from these modules, making use of a simple graph manager.
3. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND PERFORMANCE METRICS

All experiments are performed on a Gigabit Ethernet LAN connected with a DELL PowerConnect 2508 8-port Gigabit switch. The proxy, server, workload generator and data sink applications are each run on a Dell OptiPlex GX260 (with a 1.8GHz P4 processor) running Redhat Linux 2.4.22. The proxy machine has 1GB RAM and two Intel Pro1000 MT Desktop Gigabit cards (the driver version is 5.2.20) connecting to a 33MHz/32bits PCI bridge. The server, data sink, and workload generator machine each have 512MB RAM and one NIC. The measuring client runs on a Dell OptiPlex GX1 (with a 448MHz P2 processor, 376MB RAM, and a 3Com 100Mbps NIC) running Linux 2.4.22.

Experiments are conducted using the following two configurations: a signaling configuration that is used to examine the performance of the control plane and the system as a whole, and a data configuration that is used to examine the throughput of the data plane. For both configurations, the server-proxy traffic and the proxy-client traffic are isolated on the two separate NICs in the proxy.

In the signaling configuration, the workload generator generates client session arrivals according to a Poisson process, with each session lasting a fixed amount of time (referred to as client session duration). The measuring client generates client session arrivals in sequence, and logs the signaling delay and the reception times of data packets. Each client session (generated by the workload generator or the measuring client) requests a video located at the server through the proxy using the RTSP protocol. The mute mode of this configuration, in which no data streaming is performed, is used to exclusively study the control plane performance.

The data configuration consists of the server, proxy and datasink. The proxy internally simulates arrivals of stream requests, sends the requests via a single TCP connection to the server, receives data packets from the server, and dumps the data packets to the data sink.

The video files used in our experiments, listed in Table 1, have different frame/bit rates meant to represent the range of video characteristics seen in practice. In each experiment, requests are for the same video, but the proxy treats each request equally by forwarding the streaming request to the server, and receiving and forwarding the video to the client.

We use `sar` and `netstat` to collect system resource usage and network performance information at one second intervals, and call `ifconfig` and `ethtool` before and after each experiment to collect network statistics on the proxy and server.

We report the system-wide CPU usage and data throughput of the proxy. As the proxy is the only application running on the system (except for Linux daemons), the system-wide CPU usage directly reflects the CPU overhead of the proxy. The data throughput is the amount of video data being received and forwarded by the proxy per unit time. For the end-to-end performance, the frame inter-arrival time and signaling delay observed by the measuring client are reported. Variability in the frame inter-arrival time reflects delay jitter experienced by the client. The signaling delay is the time from when the client sends a RTSP request to the time when it receives the response back from the proxy. It reflects the control signaling latency.

4. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

In this section, we describe selected performance results. To understand the CPU usage within the proxy, we performed a profiling analysis on the proxy to characterize CPU usage of the various components in the proxy. We then report the system performance of the control plane, the data plane and the overall system. We close this section by presenting several design and implementation issues in the data plane modules and highlighting their performance impacts.

4.1 Proxy Profiling Analysis

We profiled the proxy using the OProfile [15] profiling system, where the timer interrupt is used to sample the PC (Program Counter) value. A summary is generated, in which the number of samples and the percentage for each routines (system/library/application) are reported. We ran an experiment using the profiling configuration. In the experiment, the workload generator generates client arrivals with a rate of 5 clients/second, where each client requests the V300 video, and have a client session duration of 120 seconds. Under this workload, the average number of sessions in the proxy is 600 and the average data plane throughput is 180Mbps. The breakdown of CPU active time among various operations for the proxy is shown in Figure 2, where the left side pie chart shows the system level CPU time breakdown, and the right side pie chart further depicts the breakdown of CPU time within the proxy application. The percentage of CPU idle time (spent in default_idle) is 34%. Compared to the profiling results for the streaming server reported in [14], where disk access was found to be the bottleneck, the streaming proxy shows a different system bottleneck. We observed that kernel network protocol processing takes up a significant percentage of CPU time (20%). As the proxy handles the reception and transmission of a large amount of network data packets, both the sending and receiving path of the network protocol processing are stressed. For example, the top routine in this category (accounting for over 1/5 of the CPU time in this category) is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>video file</th>
<th>frame rate (fps)</th>
<th>bitrate (Kbps)</th>
<th>pkt rate (pkts/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>102.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V300</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>307.4</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1024</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1054.4</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: video files used in experiments

Figure 2: Proxy CPU Profiling
udp packets. This routine looks up UDP socket for an incoming UDP packet, making use of a hash table of 128 entries that map destination port numbers to the socket structures. This shows that fine tuning the network protocol processing for streaming workload is important in improving the proxy performance.

Similar to the streaming server studied in [14], a substantial amount of CPU of the proxy system is spent in system calls (5%) and kernel memory copying (7%, due to the copying between user and kernel space). This demonstrates the overhead of user-kernel context switches, and the benefit of adopting schemes that eliminate data copying [9, 18].

Within the proxy application, the Network Reception Module (NRM) is the most CPU intensive (using 19% of the total CPU time). This is due to the functionality of NRM (i.e., receiving packets and introducing frames into pipes), and the complexity associated with handling potential packet reordering and losses for the incoming UDP streams. Streaming servers, which serve multimedia streams from local disks, don’t need to handle these cases.

The profiling result also quantifies the overhead of using pipes to pass streams among SGMs. Pipe operations, which include querying the schedule of a pipe, popping/pushing frames into a pipe, takes up 5% of the CPU time. This is a reasonable amount of overhead to enable such high level modularization and data sharing. The AMPS proxy avoids the expensive memory copying operations by passing streams among SGMs by frame pointers. Each data packet is copied twice within the proxy: first by the NRM from a temporary packet receiving buffer to the internal buffer, and then by the NTM from the internal buffer to a temporary packet sending buffer. The overhead of user level memory copy (memcpy) is only 6% of the total CPU time.

The synchronization cost due to having multiple, yet a fixed number of, threads, including thread locking and sleeping operations, is 5%. Furthermore, the kernel process/thread scheduling overhead (which is counted as part of Misc) is around 0.09%. This suggests that adopting a single thread event-driven architecture probably would not yield a significant performance improvement.

Note that the overhead of the gettimeofday and printf system calls, which are mainly due to data logging (for performance evaluation purpose), is around 5%.

4.2 Performance Results Summary

In this section, we summarize the performance evaluation of the control plane, the data plane, and the overall system; detailed results can be found in [29].

For the control plane, we performed a set of experiments using the signaling configuration in mute mode with varying client arrival rate (with client duration of 120 second). Figure 3 plots the proxy CPU usage under various client arrival rates. The median and 95-th percentile of client-observed signaling delay are bounded by 56 ms and 120 ms, respectively, for all cases. Note that when the client arrival rate increases from 1 to 20 clients/sec, the CPU overhead increases only by 5%. In contrast, when the arrival rate increases from 20 to 30 clients/sec, the CPU overhead increases by a factor of 6. Profiling analysis showed that this increase resulted from the increased overhead in TCP/IP processing and in the event-dispatcher that monitors all TCP connections.

For the data plane, we identified the maximum throughput achieved for different videos through data configuration experiments in which the proxy is configured to increase the number of streams until it is saturated. Table 2 summarizes the result. The proxy achieves maximum data throughput of 288.2Mbps and 33,600 packets per second when it receives and forwards a total of 280 V1024 video streams. The data throughput (bit/packet rate) sustained for lower rate videos is smaller due to the increased per-stream overhead.

We studied the overall system performance through the signaling configuration experiments with V300 videos. Client requests were generated at different rates, with each client requesting the first 120 seconds of the video. We found the proxy could sustain client arrival rates that result in an average of 600 simultaneous streams, generating an aggregate data throughput of 180Mbps. Analysis of client traces demonstrated that the proxy achieves smooth streaming under this load. Figure 4 plots the histogram of the frame inter-arrival time observed by the measuring clients. The mean of the frame inter-arrival time is 66.67 ms, which is consistent with the frame rate of the video (15fps). The maximum is 144.07 ms, within 2.2 times of the mean. We further analyzed the frame arrival time traces, and found that a pre-buffering of 52 ms at the client was enough to ensure smooth playback (no buffer underflow).

4.3 Impact of Various Design Decisions

In this section, we investigate design and tuning issues concerning two different modules within the proxy: the Network Reception Module (NRM) and the Network Transmission Module (NTM).

Network Reception Module Optimizations: The NRM operates in rounds with each round divided to two phases of operation: (i) receiving packets from the network and storing them in a staging area, and (ii) assembling frames from staged packets and putting the frames into the output pipes.

Our earlier profiling results indicated that the NRM is the most CPU-intensive component within the proxy. We
have taken several approaches to speed up NRM operations. First, we designed a more efficient data structure for staging received packets. Secondly, we avoided the system overhead of memory allocation and deallocation by maintaining free lists for the constantly allocated/deallocated data structures. The third optimization is on the method with which the NRM performs the first phase operation. We originally made a \select{} call on all receiving sockets to determine when packets were available (referred to as \select-based NRM). Due to the well-known scalability problem of the \select{} call \cite{4, 7}, we implemented another method that exploits the periodic nature of video data—the NRM simply reads each receiving socket in every round in a non-blocking fashion (referred to as polling-based NRM). We conducted the data configuration experiment requesting V300 videos to compare the efficiency of these two implementations. Figure \ref{fig:5} plots the CPU usage based on the number of streams that the proxy is serving. We observed that the polling method reduces CPU usage by as much as 30\%, and when the number of streams is increased to above 700, the two methods achieve similar performance.

**Network Transmission Module Tuning:** The NTM also works in rounds. Suppose a round length of $T_r$ ms is used. In each round, the NTM sends out all packets that are scheduled for delivery over the next $T_r$ ms, and then goes to sleep for $T_s$ ms. On wakeup, the NTM conducts the next round of transmission. Since the operating system provides no guarantee that the NTM will regain use of the processor at its requested time, the NTM detects when it has overslept and simply delays sleeping until it “catches up” with the delayed work.

Due to the 10 ms scheduling granularity of Linux 2.4.22, using a round length of less than 15 ms results in consistent oversleeping by the NTM thread. Given this constraint, we implemented two different solutions. In one implementation, we set the round length of the NTM to be 15 ms (the smallest sustainable round length). The other implementation uses the concept of a microround. In the microround scheme, the NTM uses a 33 ms round length and makes use of two 15 ms microrounds. The NTM serves half of the streams in each microround.

We conducted a data configuration experiment with V10 videos using these two schemes, and compared the proxy CPU usage of the proxy in Figure \ref{fig:6}. The microround scheme provides a CPU saving of up to 30\%, and is able to deliver one more V10 streams than the round-based scheme. Under the same load, both schemes serve the same number of video streams at each 15 ms interval. The difference lies in the fact that the microround scheme only calculates the schedule and retrieves stream data for half of the clients, while the 15 ms round scheme performs the same operations (while handling a half of the video data) for all clients. This leads to a saving in CPU utilizing for schedule calculation and moving memory into the L1 (CPU) cache.

![Figure 4: Frame inter-arrival times at the client](image1)

![Figure 5: Polling vs. \select{} based NRM](image2)

![Figure 6: CPU saving from the use of microrounds](image3)

### 4.4 Other Issues Studied

In this section, we summarize additional experimental results. Interested readers should refer to the technical report \cite{29} for more details.

- Substantial amount of system tuning is required to support a large number of client sessions and sustain the high data throughput reliably. This includes increasing per-process limit on the number of opened files, and various buffer size in the networking stack \cite{20}.

- We have compared the overhead and dispatching latency for several different implementations of the service plane event dispatcher. We found that traditional \select-based implementation does not scale \cite{4, 7}, and a periodic polling-based implementation achieves up to 99\% reduction in the CPU overhead, at the cost of the increased client signaling delay (by 30ms) - which is likely to be acceptable to streaming applications.

- We have studied the impact of our control plane threading model, showing that it provides a nice trade-off between efficiency and complexity.

### 5. CONCLUSIONS

We have designed and implemented a multimedia streaming research platform for supporting a wide range of proxy services. We evaluated our design and implementation through a series of experiments using a server/proxy/client configuration in a switched-Gigabit LAN setting.

We identified the CPU to be the bottleneck resource at the proxy, performed profiling to understand the overhead of various system components, and found the system network protocol processing and the NRM to be the most CPU-intensive components. The system performance studies showed that the control plane can handle a high arrival rate and a large number of concurrent client sessions, and quantified the maximum data throughput (up to 188.2Mbps) that can be supported by the proxy’s data plane. For the end-to-end performance, the proxy is able to provide good quality of service (as measured by delay jitter) to the client even under a relatively heavy load.
In addition to these performance results, we also learned several lessons from our studies. First, system tuning is important in avoiding configuration-induced system bottlenecks and packet loss. Secondly, to handle a large number of simultaneous sessions efficiently, efficient event (and packet) dispatching is needed; the periodic nature of multimedia stream can be exploited in the packet dispatching. Thirdly, the 10 ms Linux scheduling granularity must be taken into account for important system decisions, such as the choice of the round length.

Our ongoing work includes the implementation of the graph manager and several selected proxy services.
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